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Agenda Item 1

SCHOOLS FORUM
Meeting to be held from 17:30 on Wednesday 2 October 2019
Venue: Orchardside School, 230 Bullsmoor Lane Enfield, London EN1 4RL
(NOTE: Sangeeta Brown, Resources Development Manager - 07956 539613)

Schools Members:
Governors:
Vacant x 2 (Primary), Ms H Kacouris (Primary), Mrs J Leach (Special), Mr J
Donnelly (Secondary),
Headteachers: Mr D Bruton (Secondary), Ms K Baptiste (Primary), Ms R Datta (Special), Ms C
Fay (Pupil Referral Unit), Ms M O’Keefe / Ms T Day (Secondary), Vacancy x 2
(Primary)
Academies:
Ms H Thomas (Chair), Mrs A Goldwater, Mr C Lamb, Ms A Nicou, Mr Sadgrove,
Mrs L Sless
Non-Schools Members:
16 - 19 Partnership
Early Years Provider
Teachers’ Committee
Education Professional
Head of Admissions
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Mr K Hintz
Ms A Palmer
Mr J Jacobs
Mr A Johnson
Ms J Fear
Cllr S Erbil

Observers:
Cabinet Member
School Business Manager
Education Funding Agency

Cllr R Jewel
Ms S Mahesh
Ms Goodacre

MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ARRIVE AT 17:15
WHEN SANDWICHES WILL BE PROVIDED
ENABLING A PROMPT START AT 17:30

AGENDA
(Target time)
(17:30)

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND MEMBERSHIP
Note:
a) Apologies for absence have been received from Mr Donnelly.
b) Membership: Nomination for the primary headteacher and governor vacancies are being
sought.

2. DECLARATION OF INTEREST
Members are invited to identify any personal or prejudicial interests relevant to items on the
agenda. A definition of personal and prejudicial interests has been attached for members’
information.
(17:45)

3. MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
(a) School Forum meetings held on 10 July 2019 (attached)
(b) Matters arising from these minutes.
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(17:55)

4. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION / DECISION
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Schools Budget - 2019/20 Monitoring Update (attached)
Dedicated Schools Grant 2019/20: Analysis (attached)
School Funding Arrangements – 2020/21: Update (attached)
DfE Consultation on Financial Transparency and Risk Protection Arrangements – initial
comments (attached)

(19:15)

5 ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
None
(19:15)

6. WORKPLAN (attached)
7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
8. FUTURE MEETINGS
(a) Date of next meeting is Wednesday 11 December 2019 at 5.30pm at Chace Community;
(b) Dates of future meetings:
 15 January 2020: Chace Community School
 4 March 2020: Chace Community School

9. CONFIDENTIALITY
To consider which items should be treated as confidential.
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Schools Forum Membership List
Name

Sector

Organisation

Member / Sub Since

End of Term

St Andrew’s Southgate

Autumn 2017

Autumn 2021

Waverley

Autumn 2015

Summer 2019
Autumn 2023

Ms H Kacouris

G

P

Vacant

G

P

Vacant

G

P

Mrs J Leach

G

Sp

Mr J Donnelly

G

S

St Ignatius

Spring 2019

Ms C Fay

H

PRU

Orchardside

Required

Vacant

H

P

Vacant

H

P

Ms K Baptiste

H

P

St Monica’s

Autumn 2017

Mr D Bruton

H

S

Chace Community

Summer 2016

Spring 2020

Ms R Datta

H

Sp

Spring 2019

Winter 2023

Ms T Day /
Ms M O’Keefe

H

S

Bishop Stopford’s
St Ignatius

Autumn 2017

Summer 2021

Ms H Thomas

H

A

Alma

Autumn 2018

Summer 2022

Mrs A Goldwater

H

P

Fleecefield

Spring 2019

Spring 2023

Mr C Lamb

H

A

Enfield Grammar

Autumn 2018

Summer 2022

Ms A Nicou

H

A

Enfield Learning Trust

Autumn 2015

Summer 2019

Mr P Sadgrove

H

A

One Degree

Summer 2017

Spring 2021

Mrs L Sless

G

P

Galliard

Autumn 2015

Spring 2023

Right Start Montessori

Autumn 2017

Summer 2021

CONEL

Autumn 2015

Summer 2019

Summer 2017

Spring 2021

Ms A Palmer

EY

Mr K Hintz

P16

West Lea

Mr J Jacobs

All

National Education Union

Ms J Fear

All

Local Authority

By Appointment

Mr A Johnson

All

Local Authority

By Appointment

Cllr D Levy

All

Chair of Overview & Scrutiny

By Appointment
By Appointment

Cllr Georgiou

O

All

Cabinet Member

Ms S Mahesh

O

All

School Business Manager

Mr O Jenkins

O

All

EFA

Key
G – Governor
H – Headteacher
O - Observer
P – Primary
S – Secondary
Sp – Special
Ac – Academy
EY – Early Years
P16 – Post 16

Nominated
By Appointment

Summer 2021
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MINUTES OF THE SCHOOLS FORUM MEETING
Held on Wednesday, 10 July 2019 at Chace Community School
Schools Members:
Governors:
Ms H Kacouris (Primary), Mrs J Leach (Special), Vacant (Primary), Mr J Donnelly
(Secondary)
Headteachers:

Ms H Ballantine (Primary), Mr D Bruton (Secondary), Ms R Datta (Special), Ms C Fay
(PRU), Vacancy (Primary), Ms K Baptiste (Primary), Ms M O’Keefe & Ms T Day
(Secondary), Vacant (Primary)

Academies:

Ms H Thomas (Chair), Mrs A Goldwater (Primary), Ms A Nicou (Primary), Mr A
Sadgrove (All through), Mr C Lamb (Secondary), Mrs L Sless (Primary)

Non-Schools Members:
Early Years Provider
16 - 19 Partnership
Teachers’ Committee
Head of Early Years
Education Professional
Chair of Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Ms A Palmer
Mr K Hintz
Mr J Jacobs
Mr A Johnson
Ms J Fear
Cllr S Erbil

Observers:
Cabinet Member
School Business Manager
Education Finance
Director of Education
Head Budget Challenge
Clerk

Cllr Jewell
Esther Campbell
Ms L McNamara
Mr T Theodoulou
Mr N Goddard
Ms Z Hayes

*italics denote absence
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND MEMBERSHIP
a)

Apologies for absence
Received from Mrs Goldwater, Ms Baptiste, Ms Nicou, Mr Lamb, , Mr Sadgrove and
Cllr Jewell. Any other absences reported to Mrs Brown in her absence would be
recorded upon her return.

b)

Membership
(i)

Primary School Governor Representative

John Ellis Governor at George Spicer School was nominated as Primary School
Governor representative.
Post meeting note: Member Governor Forum will need to confirm Mr Ellis’s
nomination.
(ii)

Primary School Headteacher Representative

A number of nominations had been received for the vacancy of Headteacher from a
Maintained Primary School and the Enfield Primary Headteachers’ Conference would
need to elect a Headteacher to serve on the Forum.
1
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C)

Change in Governorship
REPORTED that Mrs Kacouris was now a Governor at St Andrews Church of England
School and not that listed within the membership.
ACTION: MRS BROWN

2

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
An opportunity was provided for Members to declare an interest whether pecuniary or
otherwise regarding any of the items on the agenda. Mr Bruton advised that Cllr Erbil was to
become a Governor of Chace Community School. The Chair referred the matter to Mrs
Brown for scrutiny on her return.
ACTION: MRS BROWN

3

4

MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
a)

RECEIVED and agreed the Minutes of the Meeting held on 15 May 2019.

b)

There were no matters arising at this time.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/DECISION
a)

DSG Outturn 2018/19
RECEIVED a report detailing the DSG Outturn for 2018-19. The Forum were advised
that the final position showed a surplus as forecasted of just under £400,000,
however, the view of officers was that this was a temporary position due to
increased pressure to support pupils with SEND.
Members of the Schools Forum asked for their appreciation of this outcome to be
noted.
REPORTED there were other Authorities with no over-spend but were projecting
deficit of between £1-3 million and it was felt that without additional investment
next year this position would be very difficult to maintain.
The underspend in the Schools Block, was the net position after offsetting the
Houndsfield deficit and allowing for underspend in the Unplaced Pupils/Appeals
budgets and Business Rates because of schools converting academies during the
year. Similarly, the Early Years underspend was due to schools converting to
academies during the Spring Term.
NOTED:
(i) For the Early Years budget, an analysis had been undertaken and it indicated
that funding was calculated from a fixed date, however student numbers
fluctuate throughout the year. The current year was showing number remaining
consistent and any underspend should allow for any funding that may be clawed
back by the ESFA.
(ii) A further contribution to the overall underspend was a late adjustment of £350k
by the ESFA for incorrect calculations of import / export for Post 16 placements.
Mr Johnson commented that the recognition of the inaccuracies had taken a

2
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considerable amount of time. for the meeting explained how the calculations
had been made and going forward the mechanism would be amended.
The Schools Forum members thanked Mr Johnson for his efforts in this regard.
(iii) The Out of Borough provision reflected fluctuations during the term and that
there was nothing significant to report on High Needs expenditure.
(iv) Following a discussion, the Forum was advised that:
 the £900k received towards the beginning of the year had been included and
that there was awareness by the DfE of the pressure the High Needs block;
 the School Improvement Service was supporting schools in financial
difficulties or those due for an OFSTED Inspection in the next year.
b)

School Balances 2018-19 & Schools Budgets 2019-20: Update
REPORTED:
i)

Balances held by schools had been £794,000 at the year end, which was a
reduction from £1.8 million from Secondary and £598,000 from Primary
Schools.

ii)

The position for individual schools was most Secondary Schools were in
deficit and that the majority of schools were continuing to function by
drawing on their balances.

iv)

the meeting was to be updated later concerning schools that have balances
over the permitted threshold.

v)

the three-year financial plans submitted by schools were projecting to be in
deficit by year three.

NOTED
(i) In response to a question, the view was that most schools were not anticipating
that parental contributions would meet the shortfall.
(ii) A concern was raised at the bank charges being incurred by schools in deficit. It
was estimated that these could amount to as much as £250k, thereby increasing
their financial difficulties. It was questioned whether the Local Authority was
confident that schools would be able to manage this deficit and put robust plans
in place to turn things around. In response, the meeting was advised that the
Local Authority charged the costs incurred and did not add any other costs to
these charges. There was a process was in place to support schools with their
individual issues with the Authority working actively with schools, some of which
had more of a challenge than others and their plans may be more long term.
Information and an update on how schools were supported would be provided
to the Forum.
(iii) the benchmarking information on the proportion of schools in deficit in Enfield
compared to other local authorities showed Enfield around average and that the
problem was a National, and in particular London, one.

3
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It was remarked that some of the local authorities used for benchmarking were
not necessarily a comparable with Enfield and, possibly, not helpful and whether
the Authority had capacity to manage the scale of the problem. It was stated
that information would be brought to the Forum on the plans for managing and
supporting schools in deficit
ACTION: MS SEERY & MRS BROWN
(iv) An Appeal Panel had been convened to hear appeals against schools with
surplus balances above the threshold of 8% for primary and 5% for secondary.
The Chair REPORTED that the Panel’s view was that the majority of the school’s
appealing to retain balances had not demonstrated in their appeal that they met
the criteria for retaining balances or understood the impact of not doing so with
some schools not attending the Panel hearing.
The Forum were asked to comment upon a proposal to bring the percentage for
retain surplus balances by primary or special schools to be in line with that of
secondary schools (5%). A discussion ensued, and the following points arose:






a change for the coming year was too short notice for schools with a surplus
to plan appropriately and earliest it could be implemented should be 2021;
to support small schools, the threshold for retaining balances be reduced to
5% for all schools (or a sum of £75k, whichever is the greater;
the guidance for the Appeal Panel be amended to state an expectation that
a representative from the School appealing attend the Panel Meeting and
that schools must advise Governors of the threshold;
possibility of the Authority contacting schools with surplus balances in
earlier Quarters and providing appropriate support and advice
ACTION: MS BROWN

(v) it was observed that church schools had different regulations in place
concerning capital expenditure and all schools may need to look at their Scheme
of Delegation.
It was suggested that training on budgetary matters for Headteachers and the
induction process for new Headteachers be improved.
ACTION: MS MCNAMARA
c)

DfE Consultation: SEND Consultation – initial draft response
Noted the draft response circulated.
Ms Thomas reminded the Forum that there was an opportunity for all schools to
respond to this.
ACTION: ALL

5

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
The Forum’s attention was drawn to the Internal Audit for Maintained Schools which would
be reported to the Council’s Audit Committee.

4
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6

WORKPLAN
RESOLVED to ask St Ignatius or Bishop Stopford Schools if they could host the Schools Forum
Meeting scheduled for 2 October 2019.
ACTION: MRS BROWN

7

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Noted Ms Ballantine would be stepping down as a member of the Forum upon her
retirement.
The Forum thanked Ms Ballantyne for her support and contribution to the work of the
Forum.

8

FUTURE MEETINGS
In response to a request for Schools Forum dates for the remainder of next academic year
(beyond March), it was NOTED that these would not be circulated until September.
ACTION: MRS BROWN

9

CONFIDENTIALITY
No items discussed at this meeting were to be considered confidential.

ALL MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOLS FORUM WERE THANKED FOR THEIR WORK OVER THE ACADEMIC
YEAR AND THE MEETING WAS CLOSED.

5
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MUNICIPAL YEAR 2019/20 REPORT NO. 10
MEETING TITLE AND DATE:
Education Resources Group 24 Sept 2019
Schools Forum 02 October 2019

Agenda –
Part: 1

Item: 4a

Subject: Schools Budget 2019/20 Monitoring Update

REPORT OF:
Director of Finance, Resources & Customer Services

Contact officer and telephone number:
Louise McNamara 020 8379 4720
E mail: louise.mcnamara@enfield.gov.uk

1.

2.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides details of the DSG budget monitoring position for 2019/20
including confirmation of the latest DSG allocation from the EFA as at July 2019.
.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To note the contents of the report.

3. ACCUMULATED DSG CARRIED FORWARD
3.1

Table 1 sets out the cumulative DSG deficit position as at 31 March 2019.
The DSG Outturn position for 2018/19, as at 31st March 2019, was reported at
the last meeting. At this stage it was highlighted that an adjustment would be
made in 2019/20, in respect of 2018/19, to adjust the DSG allocation for the
Early Years Block to reflect January 2019 pupil data. It was estimated that this
adjustment would be minimal as overall early years pupil numbers had remained
consistent between Jan 2018 and Jan 2019. The Early Years adjustment was
confirmed by the ESFA in July 2019 as £12,700.
Table 1 – Accumulated DSG Carry Forward 2018/19
Balance brought forward 1 April 2018
2017/18 DSG Allocation (applied July 2018)
Net Balance b/f 1 April 2018
Net Underspend 2018/19
Surplus Balance 31 March 2019
Outstanding Adjustments 2018/19
2018/19 Carry Forward – 31/03/2019
2018/19 Early Years Adj – July 2019
2018/19 Carry Forward – FINAL

£’000s
(0.738)
(0.743)
(1.481)
2.575
1.094
(0.718)
0.376
0.013
0.389
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4. 2019/20 DSG ALLOCATION
4.1 The original estimate of gross DSG resources for 2019/20 amounted to
£334.186m. Of this amount £1.945m will be provided direct by the Education
and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) to fund post 16 places in special schools
and places in mainstream academy units and academy special schools. Budget
allocations for 2019/20 were agreed within this level of resources.
4.2 In July 2019, revised DSG allocations for 2019/20 were published. These
allocations reflected academy recoupment for the Schools Block and High
Needs Block and an adjustment Early Years Block to reflect pupil numbers
recorded on the January 2019 census. There has also been an adjustment to
the High Needs Block to reflect the latest import/export adjustment. The revised
DSG position for 2019/20 is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2 – DSG Allocation 2019/20
DSG Summary
2019/20
SCHOOLS BLOCK
CENTRAL SERVICES
EARLY YEARS
BLOCK
HIGH NEEDS BLOCK
GROSS DSG
Direct ESFA Funding
NET TOTAL DSG

Import/Export
Early
REVISED
Adj
Years Adj
2019/20
19/20
19/20
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
128.054
259.009 (130.954)

ORIG
2019/20

Academy
Recoup

2.925

2.925
25.410

0.022
0.435

46.843
334.186 (130.954)
(1.945)

0.435

47.278
0.022

203.689
(1.864)

0.081

332.241 (130.873)

25.431

0.435

0.022

201.825

4.3 Further updates to the 2019/20 DSG allocation are expected in December
2019, but these are not expected to be significant unless there are any further
academy conversions in the Autumn term.
5. 2019/20 DSG Budget Monitor
Appendix A details the DSG budget monitoring position as at the end of August
2019.
5.1 Schools Block
Projected Underspend – (£408k)
There are projected underspends in the Schools Block. These relate to the
Growth Fund, where no additional classes are expected to be required for the
1920 academic year, and rates where there is reduced demand on the DSG for
schools converting to academy status as they will be entitled to 80% charitable
relief.
5.2 Early Years Block
Projected Net Nil Variance
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Monitoring indicates that there is an overspend of approximately £300k in
school nurseries but this is offset by a corresponding underspend in PVIs
resulting in a net nil variance. The position will be closely monitored for the
remainder of the financial year.
5.3 High Needs
Projected Overspend - £3.881m
The High Needs budgets for 2019/20 were set within the funding available
which did not allow for any contingency or provision for expected increase in
demand. Key areas of overspend are as follows:
 Outborough Placements - £2.107
Budgets for out-borough placements were based on commitments as at
January 2019. The projected overspend is due to a variety of factors
including the full year effect of pupils starting during 2018/19 and new
placements. Several residential students have turned 19 so the Education
budget has had to pick up the full cost of thee placements rather than a 3
way split with health and children’s services.
Further analysis of these budgets is being undertaken to ensure that
projections are as accurate as possible.
 Post 16 Nigh Needs - £0.420
Overspend based on current projections of student numbers
 Exceptional Needs – £0.420
Exceptional needs overspend based on the summer term monitoring
exercise. Further increases in expenditure are expected over the autumn
and spring terms.
 SEN & Educational Psychology Service Salaries - £0.441
Staffing has been increased in both these service areas in order to meet the
increase in demand for EHCPs and statutory assessments. A further restructure of the SEN Service is currently being finalised in order to make the
service fit for purpose. This is expected to result in an increased overspend
 Speech and Language Service - £0.173k
Overspend due to increased charge from the Health Service. This
overspend relates to 2018/19 and an invoice for this additional cost is also
expected for 2019/20
Plans for additional in borough provision is being developed and an update will
be provided as soon as the details and start dates have been confirmed.
5.4 DSG Outturn Position
Overall, the latest monitoring position for 2019/20 indicates an overspend of
£3.586m which will result in a DSG deficit of £3.211m. Due to the issues
highlighted above, this is expected to increase further by the end of the financial
year. The 2019/20 budget will continue to be monitored closely for the
remainder of the financial year and updates will be provided to the Forum at
future meetings.
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June
Monitor

DSG Budget Monitor 2019/20
Opening Position 2019/20
2018/19 Surplus
Outstanding 18/19
Net DSG Deficit 1/4/2019

July
Monitor

August
Monitor

-

£000
1,094 718

£000
1,094 718

-

376 -

376 -

376

£000

£000

£000

0
-258
-258

-150
-258
-408

-150
-258
-408

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
-435
548
113

0
-435
548
113

1007
631
72
207
0
0
0

953
707
131
186
209
173
0

1069
707
131
200
209
173
420

430
144
-110
0
0
0
0
0
0

420
144
-110
34
0
78
0
0
0

420
144
-110
0
0
77
200
241
0

2019/20 Variance
SCHOOLS BLOCK
Growth Fund
Rates - reduction in rates Academy conv
Total Schools Block Variance
EARLY YEARS BLOCK
2 Year Olds
3&4 Year Olds
30 Hours
Centrally Held
Total Early Years Block Variance
HIGH NEEDS BLOCK
Variation in DSG Funding & Resources
Additional HNB Allocation
Import/Export Adj
FE Colleges - reduction in HNB
Outborough Provision
Independent Day Placements
Independent Residential Placements
Other LA Special Schools
Other LA Mainstream Support
Peripatetic Service
Speech and Language
Post 16 High Needs
In Borough Provision
Exceptional Needs - adj to orig 1920 & Sum Term adj
Durants - additional TA funding
ASA - recovery of 1819 underspend
Behaviour Support
Nurture Groups
Parenting Support
EPS Salaries
SEN Team Salaries
Home & Hospital

£000
1,094
718

Total High Needs Block Variance

2,381

2,926

3,881

ESTIMATED VARIANCE 2019/20

2,123

2,631

3,586

Cumulative Deficit b/f
ESTIMATED DSG OUTTURN 2019/20

-

376 1,747

376 2,255

376
3,211

C:\Users\EHUCKELL\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\DAZADOM2\Item 4a - Schools Budget
Monitor 19-20 - Appendix
25/09/19
Monitor Aug19
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MUNICIPAL YEAR 2019/20 REPORT NO. 11
Item: 4b

MEETING TITLE AND DATE:
Education Resources Group 24 September 2019
Schools Forum 2 October 2019

Subject: Dedicated Schools Grant
2019/20: Analysis

REPORT OF:
Interim Director of Education
Contact officer: name and email:
Sangeeta Brown
E-mail: sangeeeta.brown@enfield.gov.uk

Wards: All

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is intended to support the wider discussion on the impact of the budget decisions on
individual schools with data on how Enfield’s mainstream school funding formula compares to the
formulae used by Enfield’s Statistical Neighbours, Outer London authorities and nationally.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Forum is asked to note this report.

3 INTRODUCTION
3.1 As previous years, the planned spend reported for education and children services as required by
the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act and detailed in the Section 251 Budget
Statement has not been published. So, the Forum is provided with some benchmarking
information which analyses the allocation of DSG to local authorities and the subsequent funding
formulae used by local authorities to fund their schools.
3.2 The data on the DSG allocation and funding formulae has been taken from a summary published
by the DfE, which includes specifically the value of the indicators used (the formula unit values)
and the proportion of funding allocated via each indicator. The published information can be found
on the DfE website.
3.3 To support the discussion on the impact of the budget decisions on individual schools, this paper
compares Enfield’s DSG and funding formulae with Enfield’s Statistical Neighbours, Outer London
authorities and nationally.

4 NATIONAL ANALYSIS
Appendix A attached provide information of the analysis carried out in respect of comparing
Enfield’s DSG allocation and funding formulae with Enfield’s Statistical Neighbours (SN), Outer
London authorities and nationally. When considering the data, Members should be mindful of the
context for setting the local arrangements, such as:
(a) Historic decisions on the formula allocations, including how funding for new responsibilities was
delegated to schools;
(b) Local decisions on how funding was allocated across the various DSG Blocks;
(c) The balance of funding between primary and secondary sectors;
(d) The level of funding received by each authority;
4.1 DSG Analysis
In summary, the DSG analysis considered the proportion of funding provided across the three
blocks and summary of the key points are detailed in the table below.
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Table 1: DSG: Percentage of Funding Allocated
Blocks

Factor
Pupil numbers
(headcount)

Schools

Unit of funding

Schools

Total Mainstream
3 & 4 Year olds NEF

Schools
EY
EY

2 Year olds Entitlement
Disability Access Fund
Total EY
High Needs Block

EY
EY
HN

65 (42)

Outer
London
(19 LAs)
Prm: 2
Sec: 3
Total: 2
5 (Pri)
10 (Sec)
1 (1)
8 (6)

Statistical
Neighbours (SN)
(11 LAs)
Prm: 4
Sec: 3
Total: 4
6 (Pri)
6 (Sec)
3 (3)
6 (5)

33 (27)
70 (77)
48 (47)

2 (1)
7 (8)
5 (5)

4 (3)
7 (6)
5 (5)

44 (44)

7 (7)

4 (4)

England
(150 LAs)
42 (Pri)
43 (Sec)
21 (Pri)
24 (Sec)
41 (40)

Comments
Schools Block:
Nationally: like
2018/19 Enfield funded
is in the upper quintile.
The Schools Block:
- Both Outer London &
SN - Well above
average
High Needs block:
Outer London & SN
Above average.

* EY = Early Years, HN = High Needs
The colours indicate whether the funding has gone up, gone down or no change compared to last year
(figures in bracket are for last year.

4.2 Schools Block Analysis
The analysis of the Schools block compared the percentage of total funding and the unit value for
each of the formula factors used by Enfield.
i.

Formula Factor Percentages: Table 2 ranks, in descending order, Enfield’s percentage of
funding allocated for each of the local formula factors used. In terms of the layout of the table:
 The number of Local Authorities in each category is shown in the table header;
 Enfield’s position was measured against the number of LAs using that factor.
Table 2: Percentage of Funding Allocated for Each Factor
Factor

England
(151 LAs)

Outer
London
(19 LAs)

Statistical
Neighbours
(11 LAs)

21 (31)

6 (10)

4 (5)

Basic
Entitlement

103 (91)

16 (16)

6 (7)

Deprivation

45 (35)

3 (3)

6 (5)

7 (8)

4 (5)

4 (16)

6 (7)

Pupil Led
Funding

EAL
Prior
Attainment
Mobility
Lump Sum
Rates
PFI
Growth
Fund

MFG

13 / 148
(19/147)
66
(120/149)
13 / 64
(19/62)
136 (135)

4 (7)

3 (6)

13 (12)

8 (7)

47 (41)

12 (10)

5 (4)

6 (6)

5 (5)

16 (16)

11 (11)

11 (5)

10 (5)

39/89
(53 / 88)
112 out of 133
(70 out of
128)
(75 / 148)
(41 / 148)

Comments
Nationally: well above average,
SN: above average
Outer London – above average
Nationally & Outer London: well below
average and SN: average
May reflect reduction in unit rates for
Enfield.
Nationally: well above average
SN: above average
Outer London: well above average
Reflects the higher unit rates through NFF
EAL: Above average
LPA: Well above average for Outer London
and on average compared to SN and
nationally.

Enfield below average
Nationally & SN: Above average
Outer London: Below average
Possibly due to rateable values or number of
maintained schools in each Local Authority
Nationally, SN & Outer London: Above
Average
SN & Outer London Well below average.
Possibly due to the plateau in pupil numbers
experienced over the last couple of years.
Nationally, SN & Outer London: well below
average.
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The colours indicate whether the funding has gone up, gone down or no change compared to last year
(figures in bracket are for last year.

ii. Formula Factor Rates: The DfE report confirmed that 41 local authorities have moved to
mirror the NFF factor values almost exactly and like 81 local authorities have moved every one
of their local formulae factor values closer to the NFF. Members will recall that locally it was
agreed to provide stability and minimal turbulence in funding for individual schools that the
local formula moved a little closer towards the NFF rates, but to acknowledge schools
benefiting from the move to NFF the MFG was set at 0%.
To reflect the costs experienced by different areas, the DfE have adjusted the individual NFF
unit rates with an area cost adjustments (ACA). With the use of the ACA, it is difficult to carry
out a meaningful comparison of Enfield’s unit values against the NFF rates or those of our
statistical neighbours. However, if members are interested the data including the ACA rates
applied is available in Appendix A and details of the ACA used for different local authorities can
be found on the DfE website. Table 3 ranks Enfield against each of the per pupil factors used
in the local formula by outer London Authorities. Again, there is a concern about the effect of
the ACA on the individual rates used by individual local authorities.
Table 3: Formula Factors: Unit Values compared with Outer London
Factor

Primary (19)

AWPU
AWPU - KS3
AWPU – KS4
FMS
FMS Ever 6
IDACI
LAC
EAL
Low Prior Attainment (LPA)
Mobility
Lump Sum

8 (7)

2 (2)
16 (14)
15 (Average) (14)
13 (15)
15 (16)
8 (8)
6 (4)

Secondary (19)

10 (8)
10 (10)
3 (1)
17 (15)
15 (Average) (14)
12 (14)
10 (16)
6 (6)
6 (4)

The analysis, as expected, has revealed Enfield’s unit rates have either reduced or increased to
be closer to the NFF rate. For the coming year, consideration needs to be given of the impact of
moving some unit rates to be closer to the NFF.

5. LOCAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Information on the effect of the formula were discussed with the Forum during the budget setting
process. To assist individual schools to understand why their funding differs from another Enfield
school, a tool has been developed, which compares funding delegated this year (2019/20) with
last year (2019/20).
6

Members are asked to note this report.
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MUNICIPAL YEAR 2019/2020 REPORT NO. 12
Item: 4c

MEETING TITLE AND DATE:
Education Resources Group – 24 September 19
Schools Forum – 2 October 2019

Subject:

School Funding Arrangements –
2020/21

REPORT OF:
Director of Education

Wards: All
Contact officer: Sangeeta Brown
E mail: sangeeta.brown@enfield.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. This report:
 provides a summary of the latest guidance on schools funding arrangements for the
Schools and High Needs block of the DSG for 2020/21 published by the DfE;
 update on the development of the local funding arrangements for 2020/21.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

Members are asked to consider the proposals and where appropriate provide initial
comments and / or agreement to:





Arrangements for the local funding formula for mainstream schools;
Disapplication of the MFG as detailed in paragraph;
Arrangements for Early Years provision.

3

INTRODUCTION

3.1

In August 2019, the Government confirmed HM Treasury announced that there will be a one
year Spending Review wound for 2020/21 and this was going to be carried by September 2019,
and then a full Spending Review clarifying that a full Spending review would be done in 2020.
Following the annual Spending Review presented by the Chancellor, Nick Gibbs, Minister of
State for School Standards has confirmed the overall increase in school funding would be £2.6
billion for 2020-21, £4.8 billion for 2021-22, and £7.1 billion for 2022-23. Analysis carried out by
the IFS suggests that the increase in 2022/23 will “represent 7.4% real terms growth in
spending per pupil between 2019/20 and 2022/23 and that this is sufficient to reverse the 8%
cuts seen since 2009/10. If delivered, this will leave school funding per pupil at about the same
level in 2022/23 as it was in 2009/10, i.e. no real terms growth.
It was also confirmed that the Government would continue with their proposals for
implementing a NFF for the Schools and High Needs Blocks. For 2020/21, the arrangements
for a ‘soft’ NFF will continue, whereby local authorities will be funded using the NFF, but the
distribution of funding to schools will be managed through a local funding formula. For 2020/21,
as an initial move towards the NFF, it is intended that the Government will make use of the
national minimum per pupil funding levels, at the values in the NFF, compulsory for the local
funding formula.
Local authorities continue to have a statutory duty to maintain their local formula and consult
with their Schools Forum and schools on any changes to the formula. Separate funding
arrangements apply for high needs and early years, where the Authority sets funding in line
with the government’s NFF and other associated regulations.

3.2

DfE Guidance

-1-
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3.2.1 Further detailed information on the final arrangements will be published sometime in October.
The information available so far is as follows
 Minimum per pupil funding levels are set at £5,000 for secondary schools and £3,750 for
primary schools in 2020/21 and then £4,000 in 2021-22;
 An increase of 4% for some NFF’s core proxy factors;
 No cap in the NFF for schools gaining;
 The funding floor has been set at 1.84% in line with the forecast GDP deflator, to protect
pupil-led per-pupil funding in real terms;
 MFG can be set between 0.5% and 1.84%;
 Mobility funding continuing to be allocated to local authorities on a national formula;
 Growth fund to funded on the same methodology as 2019/20 with the same transitional
protection that ensure where the growth funding is unwinding the loss is no more than 0.5%
of the 2019-20 schools block allocation;
 High Needs an increase of at least 8% with a gains cap of 17%;
 Teachers’ pay and teachers’ pension grants continue to be funded as separate grants;
 There is no information on the separate announcement of initial starting salaries for teachers
of £30,000.
3.2.2 The detailed operational guidance published provides some further information, this confirms
that:


DSG
 NFF will continue to be used to allocate funding to local authorities’ Schools & High
Needs blocks;



Schools Block
 Local authorities will set a local formula to distribute funding. As part of the process:
 All schools must be consulted on any proposed local formula or funding changes;
 Following consultation with schools, and as required, the agreement of the Schools
Forum and a final sign-off of the local arrangements by the Cabinet Member;
 Schools block will be ring-fenced, but Local Authorities are able to continue to transfer
up to 0.5% of Schools block funding out with the agreement the Schools Forum;
 Local formulae: Pupil led factors
Some factors will see a 4% increase with the exception of free school meals factor,
which will be increased at inflation to broadly reflect actual costs, and premises funding
will continue to be allocated at local authority level on the basis of actual spend in 2019 20, with an RPIX increase for the PFI factor only
 Basic entitlement
Primary single rate per pupil of at least £2,000;
Secondary different rates for KS3 and KS4 with a minimum of £3,000 for each;
 Deprivation: the new IDACI data is due to be published at the end of September, but
for calculating funding for 2020-21 the existing data from 2015 will be used;
 Minimum level of per-pupil funding for primary and secondary schools
For 2020/21, this is set at £3,750 for primary schools and £5,000 for secondary
schools. The only factors not included in per-pupil funding for the purpose of the
minimum per-pupil calculation are premises and growth funding. The DfE have
published a separate consultation document on the methodology used to calculate
the minimum per pupil level funding;
 Disapplication Requests: seek disapplication for anomalies in the funding for new or
amalgamating schools. Details of what can be considered is subject of a separate
consultation;
 Lump Sum can be set the same or different rates for primary and secondary;
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 LAC continues to be exempt from the NFF, but it can be included in the local
formula.
Full details of the formula factors is attached at Appendix A.
 Local formulae: Other factors
 Growth Fund to continue to be funded on NFF rather than on historical funding;
 Minimum funding guarantee can be set between 0.5% and 1.84%;
 Central School Services block – no changes and will be subject of a separate report;


High Needs Funding: Funding to be provided using the High needs NFFand
 Funding Floor: set at 8% with a gains cap of 17%;


no other changes have been identified so it is assumed



Additionally Resourced Provision (APRs) and Specialist Units (SU), where pupils are
recorded on the Census as attending a unit, the per pupil funding will be included as
part of the school’s delegated budget;
The Authority will provide the balance of the place funding of £6k per place for those
pupils recorded as attending the provision, plus top up funding;
If a place is vacant at a school, then the Authority will fund £10k place fund, plus top
up funding.



4.
4.1

Teachers Pay and Pension employer contributions Grants: It is confirmed:


Rather than be added to the base funding, both will continue to be paid separately from
the NFF in 2020 -21. The rates to paid are yet to be determined;



The Teachers pay award from September 2019 for all teachers and school leaders are
uplifted by 2.75%. It is unclear where any additional funding will come from and how it
will be distributed. However, from the information available, the Government will expect
schools to pay the first 2% of this out of existing budgets with the DfE funding the 0.75%
difference from savings from elsewhere in its budget.

LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2020/21
Current Arrangements
Move to NFF: Since the changes to the school funding arrangements were introduced, the
principles governing the local arrangements have been stability and least turbulence for
individual schools.
However, in developing the arrangements for the current year, it was agreed, for 2019/20, there
would be part move to using the NFF unit rates and then to move fully to the NFF rates for
2020/21. This was because it was considered schools had had sufficient time to manage any
adverse change in funding due to the NFF and enable schools gaining to benefit from the
change in funding.
LAC Factor: the LAC factor is not included in the NFF. With the intended move to NFF, for the
current year, the factor was removed from the local formula. The funding released from
removing this factor was held centrally to fund specific activities in schools to support LAC
pupils and raise their attainment.
The current position is that the strategy / protocol for use of this funding to support LAC pupils
has been agreed and once the form for schools to complete is approved by the Education
Resources Group, then both the criteria and form will be circulated to schools to consider and
complete.

4.2 Schools Block Proposals
4.2.1 Pupil-led Formula Factors:
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As detailed above the limited information available to date indicates that some of the unit rates
for the core formula factors may increase by 4%. Until the final arrangements are published, it
is unclear which factors and whether the 4% increase will be uniformly applied. An initial
modelling exercise has been carried out where 4% has been applied to the unit rates for the
per pupil funding (AWPU), IDACI, LPA and EAL currently used for the local formula and those
used for the NFF.
From the information published, the intention appears to be for free school meals to be
increased at inflation to broadly reflect actual costs. It is unclear, which indices will be used to
reflect actual costs. For modelling purposes for FSM, 2% increase has been used.
Once all the per pupil-led factors have been calculated and added to the lump sum for each
school and the resulting sum will be divided by the number of pupils at the school to test to
whether the minimum funding levels of £3,750 for primary and £5,000 for secondary schools
has been achieved. If this is not the case for any school, then additional funding will need to be
allocated to bring the per pupil-led funding to the thresholds detailed above. Members should
note that a minority of schools will attract this funding because of the area cost adjustments.
The outcome from the modelling will be provided in a separate document.
4.2.2 LAC factor
The change to a targeted activity-based funding model has taken time to be implemented, so
there has not been sufficient time to assess the use of the funding in this way. It is suggested
that the funding is maintained to continue this support for 2020/21 to enable some projects to
have longer to embed into schools or local practice and also a full review to be carried out in
the Autumn term next year.
4.2.4 Primary to secondary funding ratio
For 2019/20, the primary to secondary ratio was 1:1.33. This was a slight decrease from the
ratio in 2018/19 of 1:1.36. The DfE have carried out a national analysis and this indicates
nationally across all local authorities is 1:1.297, a slight increase from the 2018 to 2019
formulae where it was 1:1.296.
Previous analysis has shown that the change to NFF moves funding from primary to secondary
sector which resulted in over half of Enfield primary schools seeing a reduction in funding. It is
unlikely that this position will change if the proposal is to move to NFF in the coming year.
4.2.5 Minimum Funding Guarantee
The MFG aims to protect the pupil-led funding from significant funding changes. As stated, the
national arrangements allow local authorities with their Schools Forum to set an MFG between
0.5% to 1.84%. Unlike previous years, for 2020/21, the gains cap has been removed.
Attached:
 Appendix A: Full list of the formula factors and how they are applied;
4.2.6 Growth Fund
The DfE have changed how the funding is provided for the growth fund. The change is to move
from funding based on historical spend to a NFF. At this stage, it is assumed the same level of
funding as this year would be required and this will be fully analysed to inform the final
arrangements.
5.

Falling Rolls Fund
As this year, due to the restricted criteria in the use of this funding, we are proposing not to
introduce a falling roll fund.

6.

HIGH NEEDS TRANSFER
Funding has previously been transferred from the Schools block to the High Needs block to
continue to support more inclusive schools through the allocation of £6k per pupil for any
additional pupils above the school’s average incident of pupils with high level of SEND. To
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enable inclusive schools to continue to be supported, it is recommended that 0.5% again be
transferred from the Schools block to the High Needs block for 2020/21.
7.

DISAPPLICATION REQUEST
The DfE have confirmed with the Schools Forum approval requests for disapplication from the
MFG can be submitted in certain circumstances. The deadline for submitting requests and
obtaining approvals from the DfE is tight, so with the Schools Forum’s approval it is intended, if
required, to submit the following disapplication request:

8.
8.1



for secondary schools who are becoming all through schools. This is to prevent the primary
element of the school funding being protected at the secondary funding level. The
adjustment will be based on an EFA calculation template, which will ensure a consistent
methodology is applied between authorities.



If the Forum provide initial agreement the transfer of 0.5% funding from the Schools Block
to the High Needs Block. Final confirmation of the transfer would be sought from the
Schools Forum after consultation with schools has been carried out and the DfE advised
accordingly.



Similarly, if the Forum provides initial agreement to the transfer of £140k from the Schools
Block to the High Needs Block. Final confirmation of the transfer would be sought from the
Schools Forum after consultation with schools has been carried out and the DfE advised
accordingly.

EARLY YEARS
Since April 2017, funding provided to local authorities for the free nursery entitlement for three
and four year olds has been based on NFF and, in a similar way to mainstream schools, local
authorities determine the local funding formula for distributing funding to local early years
settings.
As stated earlier, no information has been received on the funding arrangements for 2020/21,
but it is assumed the current arrangements will continue. Therefore, there is a need to confirm
the current local arrangements and seek confirmation on their continuation for 2020/21.

8.2

Current Arrangements
The regulations require the local funding arrangements include a per pupil amount and funding
to support pupils from a deprived background and then additional factors that could be included
are an inclusion fund and supplement linked to quality. In Enfield, it was decided to include the
first three factors, but not the supplement linked to quality. There is a requirement that 95% of
the funding must allocated to providers and 5% may be retained to fund local authority central
services.
Table below summaries how funding is distributed currently.
Table : Allocation of Early Years Funding for 2018/19
Rate per
hour
£

Rate per
hour
%

Total
£

Basic hourly rate per child

£5.11

91%

£

Deprivation: Based on IDACI

£0.13

2%

£

Inclusion Fund

£0.10

2%

£

£0.28

5%

Factors

Central Support
Total

8.3

The inclusion fund was introduced to support pupils to enable local authorities to work with
providers to address the needs of individual children with SEND. The use of the inclusion fund
locally was split between individual providers being able to access targeted resources to
support pupils with SEND and centrally commissioned specialist provision to support all
providers. The targeted resources are administered through an Inclusion Panel consisting of
officers, with representation from headteachers, settings and other professionals as
-5-
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required. Specialist support is commissioned from Educational Psychology and the Early
Years Inclusion Team (provided in the form of Area SENCOs).
8.4

The inclusion fund has enabled individual providers to access additional provision and
support. Through the commissioned support providers have had access to training, SENCO
forums, information including how to access local services and making links with
professionals. The SENCOs have advised on developing resource to support holistic
communication and developing sensory provision and Educational Psychologists have been
support providers through the review process required for pupils with SEND. The roles of these
commissioned services are continually being developed in response to the needs of children
and providers.

8.5

For 2020/21, it is recommended that the current arrangements for early years are maintained
with no further adjustments.
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Appendix A

Table 1: Summary of Allowable Factors for Local Formula
Required proportion of funding allocated through pupil-led factors
Local authorities must allocate at least 80% of the delegated schools block funding through pupil-led factors (the factors
in lines 1 to 6, and 12 below, and London fringe uplift, where relevant).

Below are the allowable factors for the schools’ local funding formula. All factors are optional except
for items (1) basic entitlement and (2) deprivation funding.
Factor

Further information

1. Basic
entitlement
A compulsory
factor

This factor assigns funding based on individual pupils, with the number of pupils for each school
or academy based on the October pupil census
 funding is allocated according to an age-weighted pupil unit (AWPU)
 there is a single rate for primary age pupils, which must be at least £2,000
 there can be different rates for KS3 and KS4, with a minimum of £3,000 for each

2. Deprivation
A compulsory
factor

Local authorities can use free school meals (FSM), the income deprivation affecting children
index (IDACI), or both, to calculate the deprivation factor
 eligibility for current FSM using the previous October census, and Ever6 FSM (pupils entitled to
free meals at any time in the last 6 years) from the previous January census
 FSM can choose to use either current FSM, Ever6 FSM, or both
 the IDACI measure uses 6 bands, and different values can be attached to each band; different
unit values can be used for primary and secondary within each band
 DfE will automatically set the FSM Ever6 ratio equal to the current FSM ratio for schools where
the FSM Ever6 rate is recorded as lower than the current FSM rate

3. Prior attainment

Primary pupils not achieving the expected level of development in the early years foundation
stage profile (EYFSP)
Secondary pupils not reaching expected standard in KS2 for either English or maths.
A new separate weighting for new year 7 pupils with low prior attainment.

4. English as an
additional
language (EAL)

Pupils having a mother tongue other than English may attract funding for up to three years after
they enter the statutory school system. Funding based on October Census.

5. Pupil mobility

Counts pupils who entered a school during the last three academic years, but did not start in
August or September (or January for reception pupils)
A 10% threshold with funding is allocated based on the proportion above the threshold (for
example, a school with 12% mobility will attract pupil mobility funding for 2% of pupils)

6. Lump sum

Maximum lump sum allowed is £175k for all phases. Rates for sectors can vary.

7. Split sites

Allocation based on an objective criterion to support schools that are on different sites.

8. Rates

Based on actuals with arrangements for adjustments.

9. Private finance
initiative (PFI)
contracts

To support schools that have unavoidable extra premises costs because they are a PFI school
and/or to cover situations where the PFI “affordability gap” is delegated and paid back to the
local authority.

10. Exceptional
premises factors

This factors must relate to premises costs and apply the value of the factor is more than 1% of a
school’s budget and applies to fewer than 5% of the schools in the authority’s area.

11. Minimum level
of per pupil
funding for
primary and
secondary
schools

For
2020/21: Primary; £3,750 and Secondary £5,000
2021/22: Primary; £4,000 and Secondary £5,000

12. Sparsity
14. London fringe

Not relevant
Not relevant – only used by Bucks, Essex, Herts, Kent and West Sussex
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MUNICIPAL YEAR 2019/2020 REPORT NO. 13
Item: 4d

MEETING TITLE AND DATE:
Education Resources Group – 24 September 19
Schools Forum – 2 October 2019

Subject:

DfE Consultation on Financial
Transparency and Risk Protection
Arrangements

REPORT OF:
Director of Education
Contact officer: Sangeeta Brown
E mail: sangeeta.brown@enfield.gov.uk

1.

Wards: All

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. This report: provides information on two consultation documents published by the DfE on:
 Financial transparency of local authority maintained schools and academy trusts;
 Risk Protection Arrangements

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Members are asked to note and provide comment on the proposals included in these
documents.

3

INTRODUCTION

3.1

The DfE have published two consultation documents, which aim to align arrangements for
maintained schools with academies on financial transparency and risk protection
arrangements.
The aim of this report is to provide information regarding these documents and seek comments
on the proposals

3.2

Financial transparency of LA maintained schools and academy trusts
The DfE’s aim with the proposal contained in this document is to strengthen the current
arrangements for maintained school financial transparency by bringing them more closely in
line with the arrangements for academies.
Some of the proposals identified will have no impact because they are already being carried
out, but others will have resources implications for either schools, the Authority or both. If the
changes are implemented, then they will require further changes to the Scheme for Financing.
The closing date for responses is 30 September 2019.

3.3

Extending the Academies Risk Protection Arrangement (RPA) to Local Authority
Maintained Schools (LAMS)
The DfE’s is considering extending the risk protection arrangement (RPA) currently operational
for academy trusts (ATs) to the local authority maintained school (LAMS) sector, so that sector
can benefit from financial savings such as ATs have attained through membership of the RPA.
The DfE’s aim appears to be to have a central provision for insurance cover for academies and
maintained schools to access.

An initial assessment of the cover currently provided and that being proposed through
the DfE’s central arrangements would indicate:



the provision listed is currently covered by the Council’s insurance contract;
the items which appear out of scope appear to be cover in relation to building and
engineering. These would include:
-1-
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Engineering Inspections cover: this cover may technically not be considered as part of
the insurance cover and rather an inspection contract which will provide cover for
inspections of boilers, lifts and other equipment that is subject to statutory inspections.



Works in Progress cover: this forms part of the Council’s Building/property policy and
provides cover for any damage to an existing structure when works are being
undertaken.

As school buildings and grounds will continue to remain Council assets, schools will be
required to provide an assurance that they have insurance arrangements in place for both
the Engineering Inspections and Works in Progress cover.
Unless these proposals are made mandatory or the Council changes it’s contractual
arrangements for insurance, maintained schools continue to have the option to purchase
RPA from the Council, the DfE or any other that provider that can meet their requirements.
The closing date for responses is 4 November 2019.
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MUNICIPAL YEAR 2019/2020 – REPORT NO. 14
MEETING TITLE AND DATE:
Schools Forum – 2 October 2019

Agenda – Part: 1

Item: 6

Subject:

Schools Forum: Workplan

REPORT OF:
Director of Education

Contact officer: Sangeeta Brown
Email: sangeeta.brown@enfield.gov.uk

Wards: All

Recommendation
To note the workplan.

Meetings

Officer

May 2019

High Needs – Update & Discussion

July 2019

Schools Budget – Outturn (2018/19)
School Balances (2018/19) & Budget Review (2019/20)
DfE Consultation: SEND – Call for Evidence
Annual Audit – Update

LM
SB
SB
LB

October 2019

Schools Budget: 2019/20 – Monitoring
School Funding Arrangements (2020/21)
DSG Analysis
DfE Consultation; Financial Transparency & RPA

LM
SB
SB
SB

December 2019

Schools Budget: 2019/20 – Monitoring
Schools Budget: 2020/21: Update
School Funding Arrangements (2020/21)
Central Services Budgets

LM
LM
SB
CS

January 2020

Schools Budget: 2019/20 – Monitoring
Schools Budget: 2020/21: Update
Scheme for Financing - Revisions
High Needs Strategy - Update

LM
LM
SB
SB

March 2021

Schools Budget: 2020/21: Update
High Needs Places

LM
SB

Dates of Meetings
Date

Time

Venue

06 March 2019
15 May 2019
10 July 2019
2 October 2019
11 December 2019
15 January 2020
4 March 2020

5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM
5:30 - 7:30 PM

St Ignatius
Orchardside
Chace Community
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

Schools Forum Workplan

Comment

Version: SCS Final
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